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STUDY ON PROFITABLE SHARED PARKING
MANAGEMENT BASED ON DAY-TO-DAY EVOLUTION
MODEL
ABSTRACT
Parking problems are getting increasingly serious in
the urban area. However, the parking spots in the urban
area are underutilized rather than really scarce. There is
a large number of private spots in the residential areas
that have the potential of being shared. Due to its private
nature, shared parking is usually operated by a profitable mode. To study the utilization of shared parking and
its impact on the morning commute, this paper proposes
an evolution model. The supply side is a profit-chasing
manager who decides on the selling prices and the business scale, while the demand side refers to travellers who
respond to costs and choose the trip mode. By analysing
the behaviour (strategy) of both sides, the study covers: 1
- the attraction and competition between parking lots and
trip modes, 2 - the utilization and user composition of the
parking lots. By inducing two numerical examples, the
conclusions are that 1 - managers can achieve maximum
profit and optimal allocation through price adjustment
and quantity control; 2 - publicity (system cost minimization) and profitability (profit maximization) are consistent under certain threshold conditions; 3 - competition
exists between parking lots as well as trip modes; some
parking lots are even in short supply; profitable management does not create a market monopoly.

KEYWORDS
shared parking; parking permit; parking spot
allocation; profitable management.

1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand for automobiles and limited public space lead to severe parking issues in
modern cities. As the end of a trip, parking substantially impacts the travellers’ behaviour, and parking
management is normally considered as an integrated
part of travel demand management which has been
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paid lots of attention by the transportation planners
and government. Studies show that although there
is only one hour on average that a vehicle is in motion daily, the other 23 hours being static, finding a
parking spot and walking to work often constitute
an appreciable fraction of the total travel time [1].
In America, the time cost that a vehicle looks for a
vacant spot accounts for 30-50% of the total travel time [2, 3], and it pays the parking fee for more
than $5 on average, nearly 70% of the direct travel
cost [4]. Shoup found that 30% of traffic jams in
road networks are caused when people are cruising
looking for parking spots, and about 8.1 minutes is
spent on getting a vacant spot. Even if the cruising
time is shorter, the cumulative consequences will
be staggering, as there is always a large number of
travelling cars in the metropolitan area [5]. In Chicago, cruising for parking produces a total of 63
million miles distance and 48,000 tons of carbon dioxide annually [6]. Similarly, cars cruise more than
366,000 miles a year in 15 blocks of Manhattan Upper West Side district; the distance is about 14 times
around the Earth [7].
Similar to the shortage of road transport supply
that leads to a slow traffic flow, the shortage of parking spots leads to the cruising flow searching for vacant parking spots. Fortunately, there is an essential
difference between the problem of parking and road
transport; parking supply in a city is often far from
its limits. In addition to public spots, private spots
occupy a considerable proportion of urban parking
spots. The official data show the private spots in the
city of Beijing and Hong Kong are respectively accounted for by 58% and 70% of total urban spots [8,
9]. Shared parking has great potential to alleviate
urban parking difficulties.
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From the perspective of parking management,
over decades, as contradictions between parking
supply and demand are not prominent, parking
spots have been regarded as a free public resource
during a long period until 1990s.
Parking management was first considered as an
integrated part of travel demand management. Early
academic literature mainly focused on the economic characteristics of parking, such as cruising for
parking, spatial competition in the parking sector,
temporal-spatial parking pricing, bottleneck model,
dynamic pricing, minimum and maximum parking
requirements [10]. They are more inclined to rely
on price measures to adjust the excess demand and
achieve a theoretical match between demand and
supply. However, the equilibrium point is difficult
to achieve as the "price - demand" relationship is
hard to get accurately in practice, and the fluctuation in demand will also hinder the system from
achieving the optimum.
In recent decades, parking management modes
combined with information guidance have drawn
more attention. From the initial traffic broadcast
and variable message signs, to the current parking
guidance system and parking reservation system
based on monitoring the utilization of parking lots
or spots. It has been proven that information plays
an important role in further eliminating the parking
uncertainty and improving the system efficiency
[11, 12]. Despite this, the system optimum is still
difficult to achieve when the parking lot is nearly
saturated. Some projects in practical filed adopt a
sub-optimal strategy (slightly higher price than the
equilibrium price) to keep a small number of spots
vacant (e.g. 85% occupancy rate in SFpark as a
compromise) to avoid excessive parking costs.
With the revolution of information and communication technology, the parking permit has received growing attention in the field of traffic demand management. It is a new management scheme
integrating quantity control, price adjustment and
information guidance. It originated in the field of
environmental protection for the regulation of externalities in the 1960s [13, 14], then introduced to
managing road transport in the 1990s and attracting
more concerns now [15 23]. The main advantage is
that the policymakers can design the initial allocation of permits to influence the actual distribution of
users and easily achieve the system goals.
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Different from public parking, shared parking
spots are often private ones; both the supply side
and the demand side are rational and sensitive to
the benefits and costs. Therefore, shared parking has
the characteristics of (1) parking prices (including
rent and lease) change more frequently; (2) spots
number and opening hours are more flexible (constrained by more factors); (3) trading platform and
medium are required to release parking spot information and ensure transactions, etc. The parking
permit is better to meet the above requirements.
Theoretical research is mainly focused on shared
parking spots purchasing, allocation, transaction
and pricing mechanisms, etc. [24-29]. In the practical field, a few countries have preliminarily implemented private parking spots sharing. The users
reserve and exchange parking rights by transaction
medium such as permits or electronic parking tickets (e.g. Just park in London, RoverParking in Toronto, Spotpark in the United States, Parkhound and
Circa Park in Australia).
As shared parking is still in the early stage, the
current research mainly focuses on the micro-level,
e.g. optimal allocation of parking permits, profitable
management of single parking lot, parking permit
trading mechanisms, etc. They mostly take a single parking lot as the research object, and seldom
consider the impact on the travel group, such as the
connection with other alternative parking lots, or
other travel modes.
Based on the existing research, from the aspect
of middle-level this paper studies the situation of
multiple parking lots and multiple trip modes. (1)
assume there are competitions between both, the
shared parking lots and multiple trip modes; (2)
on the basis of manager’s profitable objective and
parking permit (reserve and allocation) scheme,
day-to-day evolution model is taken to describe the
interaction process (manager formulates strategy,
travellers response to it) between the manager and
the traveller which may be a black box problem in
reality (cannot be calculated by analytic method);
(3) discuss the monopolistic issue of the shared
parking (profitable) management and its similarities
and differences with public parking management.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic components of
the parking system, formulates the trip cost. Section 3 introduced the learning behaviour of travellers and the day-to-day evolution mechanism.
Optimal allocation and period-to-period adaptive
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 17-33
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management are elaborated in Section 4. Then in
Section 5, two numerical experiments are conducted
to illustrate the dynamic model and analyse the utilization of the shared parking lots. Sections 6 and 7
discuss, conclude and give the prospect of the paper.

2. BASIC COMPONENTS OF THE
MODEL
To simply express a shared parking model, the
following settings are made: (1) Travellers (as the
demand side) decide whether to choose a shared
parking mode according to the trip cost they perceived. (2) Shared parking lots adopt the parking
permit management scheme and the spots are traded by permits via an online platform. (3) Travellers
apply spots once a day (for commuting); they must
obtain the authorization (permit) from the manager
before a trip. (4) A manager operates shared parking lots for profitable purposes (maximizing profit),
they determine to buy the number, selling price and
allocate permits to the travellers.

2.1 Assumptions
The parking of a certain business district (not
unique) in the urban areas is studied. As shown in
Figure 1, the business district is at the centre, the travellers reside around it. The circle boundary in the
Figure is the research scope, e.g. the minimum circular area including all departure origins. The numbers
outside the Figure represent the polar angles.
To facilitate the presentation of the essential
ideas without loss of generality, the following basic
assumptions are made.
A1. Network. Business district (Destination of
travellers) is at O. There are M shared parking lots
(circles in Figure 1), and each lot has an equal distance from O. Their locations are represented by polar coordinates (ρ,ϖm), and the number of available
spots that can be used for shared parking is Km.
Assumption 1 sets the locations of the shared
parking lots, considering as follows. First, due to
the attributes of land use, the residential area is
geographically inferior to the public parking lots in
commercial areas. Private parking spaces which can
be used for shared parking take the majority of parking spaces in the cities. For example, there are 3.8
million parking spots in the urban area in Beijing,
among them, 2.2 million are residential parking
spots which account for more than 90% excluding
public spaces. Therefore, they cannot be too close to
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 17-33

O. Second, multiple parking lots are available near
the target point as there are generally more than 10
parking lots in a square kilometre in the central area
of the city (e.g. in Beijing) and there are 15 parking
lots on average per square kilometre in each central
district [8]). Third, because car users prefer a short
walking distance after parking (generally no more
than 0.3 km-0.6 km or within one block [30]), their
needs have to be within the travellers’ acceptable
distance and cannot be too far from O. The Km is the
total spots number the manager can use in lot m (the
total number a manager can use is / K m ).
M

A2. Traveller. Travellers depart from I origins
(as asterisks shown in Figure 1) and have the same
value of time. The location of origin i is represented
by the polar coordinate (ρi,ωi) and satisfies ρi>ρ, 6i.
For each origin, the total daily trip number N(i) is
fixed.
A3. Trip mode and share rate. Travellers have
L trip options including shared parking. Let a be
the shared parking mode. The share rate of each trip
mode Sl(i) is determined by its cost perceived by the
travellers from origin i. Except for shared parking, it
is assumed that the costs of other trip modes include
two components which are distance-relevant cost
fl(ρ) and distance-irrelevant cost gl. The logit model
is used to calculate the share rate. We denote Nl(i) as
the number of travellers who plan to choose mode
l from origin i, Dl(i) be the number of travellers who
actually choose mode l from origin i (due to capacity constraints and other reasons, not all travellers
who plan to choose mode i can actually be satisfied).
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Figure 1 – Origins and parking facilities of a certain working
zone
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A4. Parking area. The area (A=πρ12) enclosed by
shared parking lots is small and the traffic convenience inside is low (car-drivers first arrive in the
area and travel along the surrounding road to the
target lot.).
Assume 4 sets the route of the shared parking
driver (they choose a parking lot within acceptable walking distance, generally no more than one
block, as described above. Considering the fact that
the road conditions inside most blocks are poor or
unpassable, so the travellers first choose the peripheral secondary roads and branch roads). (1) Area A
is small compared to the entire city [8], travellers
choose the same routes as they drive directly to O
before arriving at A; (2) Based on the Assumption
1 (the size of Area A), A is often a block with low
internal road grade or no public roads. As it is of
less convenience, travellers do not travel through A
to save travel time.
A5. Travel speed of the shared parking mode. It
is assumed that the trip is divided into three phases:
the first is from origin i to the boundary of area A,
with the speed of constant car speed; the second
travels around the boundary to parking lot m, the
speed varies with the flow rate on that boundary;
the third is between parking lot m and destination O,
with the speed of constant walking speed.
Assume 5 is the environmental setting of the
shared parking mode. As there are many business
districts in a city, it is assumed that the number of
travellers to a certain district is far lower than the
total traveller number in the city. The density of
cars destined for O is low when the travellers are
far from O; car speed is mainly decided by external traffic; a constant speed is set for simplicity. The
mutual influence gets stronger when the travellers
are near O, car speed will decrease as more travellers drive on the surrounding roads of area A.
A6. Parking permit application and allocation.
Travellers applying for a spot in a specific lot on the
principle of minimum perceived cost. The manager
allocates the parking permits (containing information) according to the applications of travellers before the trip. Not all applicants can definitely obtain
a parking permit, but once they obtain it, they are
not allowed to give it up.

ti - t t $ sm - ~i
t
C a ^ i, m h = a $ e v a +
+ vw o + p
v a $ c^ Da h

(1)

where a represents the shared parking mode; va is
the car speed out of area A; vw is the walking speed;
ǀϖm-ωiǀ is the angle between origin i and lot m; Da
is the actual total travel number around area A; and
γ(·)is the decreasing function of Da, which shows
that the car speed around area A is reduced by the
flow; α is the value of time; p is the parking price
of lot m.
D a = / D a ^ i h, indicates that the actual total
I
travel amount is the sum of the trips from all origins; Da(i)≤Na(i)≤N(i) indicates that in origin i, the
number of travellers who actually obtain a parking
permit does not exceed the applicant number and
the total trip number. D a min & / N a ^ i h, / K m 0,
I

M

indicates the actual shared parking number is the
smaller value between the applicants number and
the available spots number.
According to A3, the general cost (from i to O)
of other trip modes is denoted as:
C l ^ i h = fl ^ t i h + g l,

lY
=a

(2)

where l represents the trip mode other than a; fl(·)
and gl are the distance-relevant and distance-irrelevant function of mode l, respectively.

3. LEARNING BEHAVIOUR AND
DAY-TO-DAY EVOLUTION
In the day-to-day evolution model with a learning process, the travellers are assumed to make
choices once a day. The calendar time is denoted
t and the time step is set Δt=1 as one day. For the
parking lots manager, they adjust the strategy period to period, where a period should be long enough
(e.g. 15 days or a month) to ensure all the travellers
have adapted to the new strategy, and the manager
can devise a strategy for the next period. The period
is denoted by T and it is supposed that day t belongs
to period T. Equation 1 is rewritten as:
C ta ^ i, m h = a $ e
Equation 2

t1 - t t $ sm - ~i
t
o T
v a + v a $ c ^ D ta h + v w + p m

(3)

can be rewritten as:

C tl ^ i h = f tl ^ t i h + g tl,

lY
=a

(4)

2.2 Trip cost

3.1 Learning behaviour

According to A5, the trip cost of the traveller
who will depart from i through m to O is expressed
as:

Travellers are assumed to make choices based
on their perceived costs. Their perceptions are daily updated based on both the past experiences and
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the experienced costs of the current day. Let Clp,t(i)
and Cle,t(i) be the perceived cost and the experienced cost of trip mode l(l!L) from origin i on day
t, respectively. Then the perceived cost on day t+1
is determined as follows:
p, t + 1

Cl

^ i h = x $ C l ^ i h + ^ 1 - x h $ C el , t ^ i h + f

(5)

p, t

where, 0<τ<1 is a learning parameter associated with
the perception and experience of the previous day; ε
is a stochastic item obeying the Gumbel distribution,
indicating a cognitive error in the perceived cost.
The travellers decide whether to be an applicant
according to the perceived costs Cap,t(i). According to
A2, the number of travellers who choose a specific
mode Nlt(i) from origin i on day t is:
p, t
N tl ^ i h = N ^ i h $ S l 6C l ^ i h@

(6)

According to A3, the share rate of mode l is:

p, t
S l 6C l ^ i h@ =

p, t
exp 6-i $ C l ^ i h@
/ exp 6-i $ C lp,t ^ i h@

(7)

L

where θ is a parameter.
Combining Equation 5 into Equation 6, the day-today dynamical system can be written in the following vector-matrix form:
C p, t + 1 = x $ C p, t + ^ 1 - x h $ C e.t + f
(8)
n t + 1 = N $ S ^ C p, t + 1 h

(9)
where
and
are the perceived trip cost and experienced trip cost, respectively, N is a diagonal matrix that has travel flow N(i) as its diagonal elements.
Since the experienced trip cost Ce is based on the real
traffic flow d, Equations 8 and 9 can be rearranged as:
C p, t + 1 = x $ C p, t + ^ 1 - x h $ C e ^ d t h + f
(10)
Cp

Ce

d t + 1 = N $ A 6S ^ C p, t + 1 h@

(11)
where A(·) is the reduction function from the planned
trip number to the actual trip number (e.g. applying
for a permit but not being allocated).
The traveller's perception will gradually press
close to the actual travel cost. When the system
gets into equilibrium, (1) Cp,t+1-Cp,t→0; (2) the
demand is adjusted by cost and equilibrium is
achieved with supply. The fixed point of the above
system is derived:
C p, * = C e 6 N $ S ^ C p, * h@

(12)

3.2 Experienced cost and perceived cost
When there is a difference between the supply
and demand, a group of travellers from one identical origin who apply for shared parking may be
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 17-33

allocated to more than one parking lot; some of them
may even fail to get a parking spot. Let Dat(i,m) be
the number of travellers starting from i and allocated to parking lot m on day t, Cat(i,m) be the car trip
cost of the traveller’s starting from i and parking
at lot m on day t, / D ta ^ i, m h # N ta ^ i h; the experiM

enced cost of mode a is:
C ea, t ^ i h = /
M

D ta ^ i, m h
t
/ D ta ^ i, m h $ C a ^ i, m h

(13)

M

Travellers from origin i may be allocated to multiple parking lots. Equation 13 is the experienced cost
including a weighted average of all situations.
According to Equation 5, the perceived cost is affected by the perceived cost and the experienced
cost of the previous day. When t=1, it is assumed
that the perceived trip cost C ap, 0 ^ i h = min C 1a ^ i, m h,
M
indicating that the shared parking traveller initially
perceives the cost as the cost they park at the nearest
lot.
Due to the fixed parking prices during a certain period T, the consistency of the traveller’s response to costs will be reflected over time, and the
perceived costs increasingly approach the actual
costs.

4. PROFITABLE MANAGEMENT OF
SHARED PARKING
Travellers choose the trip mode according to
the cost which is affected by the strategy (mainly the price) set by the manager, and the manager
adjusts the strategy (both purchase quantity and
selling price) according to the net revenue each period. From the perspective of profit, the manager
should: (1) reduce the number of redundant parking spots to avoid additional costs; (2) determine
the proper price to make more revenue from the
used parking spots.

4.1 Optimal allocation mechanism
First the allocation mechanism that matches the
fixed travel demand and parking supply at the minimum cost is discussed. As Figure 1 shows, for any
origin i in the city, there is always one or several
parking lot(s), the trip costs between i and O via
it (them) is (are) minimized. The following definition is made: the collection of all locations (as
origin) with minimum trip costs via parking lot m
to the destination O is the spatial advantage area
of lot m (“advantage area” is used for simplicity).
21
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Advantage area of parking lots
The advantage area indicates that a parking lot
has an advantage over all other parking lots in a certain area. It is the result of all parking lots competing against each other, including many factors (e.g.
geography and price in this paper). If explored further, it will be seen that it is essentially a series of
competitions between any two parking lots.
It is often believed that the advantage areas are
arranged in the same order as parking lots because
the geographical factor has the greatest influence.
But this is not necessarily so in theory. For example,
a parking lot with poor availability (such as its price
is very expensive, or it is often quickly fully used);
its advantage area may be contained within the advantage area of one parking lot rather than dividing
the existing advantage areas.
Therefore, the formation process of advantage
areas is described by using the method of reduction.
Adding parking lots one by one and updating the
boundaries of advantage areas.
t
Let Hm1,m2
be the angle of advantage area boundary between parking lot m1 and m2 counter clockwise on day t (not necessarily adjacent). According
to the definition, travellers depart from origin i,
have the same trip cost either in lot m1 or in lot m2.
Excluding the same cost before the travellers arriving at area A, the remaining costs are still the same.
at $ ^ H tm1, m2 - s m1 h
at $ ^ s m2 - H tm1, m2 h
+ p Tm1 =
+ p Tm2
t
v a $ c^ D a h
v a $ c ^ D ta h
Solve Equation 14,

H tm1, m2 =

(14)

T
T
t
~ m1 + ~ m2 v a $ c ^ D a h $ ^ p m1 - p m2 h
.
2
2at

When two parking lots adopt the same parking
t
price, Hm1,m2
is at the angle bisector of the two parking lots (ϖm1 and ϖm2), and the order of advantage
areas is the same as the parking lots, as shown in
Figure 2. When a parking lot is charged a lower price,
its advantage area will be larger, and vice versa. It
may be reduced to zero (replaced by other lots) if it
is charged too high.
For travellers, the competitive relationship between parking lots may not be important, their
only concern is the intuitive perception of the result. However, for the manager, the formation of
advantage areas is important. Since the supply and
demand of each parking lot is heterogeneous, both
the situation of supply shortage and surplus supply
may occur. In many cases, the manager cannot complete the allocation in one round through the final
result. When some lots are fully used and exit allo22
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Figure 2 – Advantage area division of shared parking lots

cation, the remaining lots re-divide the space, and
the supply and demand will be re-matched again.
To achieve optimal allocation, the manager needs
to determine which parts of supply or demand are
uneconomic. Therefore, to study this problem is the
premise to explore the optimal parking allocation.
Advantage area of trip modes
Trip costs will directly affect the mode choice.
According to Equations 4 and 7, the share rate of trip
mode l is determined by its cost, which is the sum
of the distance-relevant items fl(·) and distanceirrelevant items gl. Derivate Equation 2 with distance
dC l
'
'
^ h
dt = f l t . The larger fl(ρ) is, the sharing rate of
mode l decreases as the distance increases.
In this paper, the distance-relevance of the
shared parking trip mode fa(·) can be approximately
1
seen as v a , because the speed is constant va until
arriving at area A. Therefore, for any feasible trip
1
mode l(l!L, l≠a), if there is f 'l ^ t h > v a , its advantage area is closer to destination O than the shared
parking, and vice versa.
Optimal allocation
The preceding texts illustrate the impact of the
parking price on the changes of advantage area. The
parking prices not only affect the boundary of the
advantage area from the polar angle ϖ (the higher the prices charged, the “narrower” the areas are,
and vice versa), but they also affect the applicant
number in the polar dimension ρ (lose applicants to
the competing modes). Based on this, the following
conclusions are drawn:
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 17-33
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1) The manager can adjust the planned number of
cars Nat(i) and their parking location by adjusting the advantage area between both modes and
parking lots by pricing.
Let nmt be the demand (first choice) number in the
advantage area Am on day t, then:
2) If the demand generated from area Am satisfies
nmt ≤ Km, the optimal allocation mechanism is letting all nmt travellers park in lot m.
3) If the demand generated from Am satisfies
nmt >Km, the optimal allocation is letting Km travellers who have smaller angle difference ǀωi-ϖmǀ
park in lot m. (This part of the demand can be
filtered out by pricing.)
From Conclusion 2 and Conclusion 3, the
“multi-step allocation” can be defined: in each step,
the manager only allocates the parking spots for the
lots whose demand is greater than the supply, and
for the remaining parking lots the advantage area is
re-divided and the demand re-matched; when all the
remaining parking lots with their demand are smaller than the supply, then allocate once.
4) When the demand for the shared parking travellers is fixed, the “multi-step allocation” has the
lowest system cost.
Proof:
a) When the number of steps S=1 (6m!M, satisfy
nmt ≤ Km or nmt >Km)
It is easy to prove that all the parking lots are independent of each other; either the demands corresponding to each parking lot can be fully satisfied,
or the supplies of all parking lots are insufficient.
According to Conclusion 2 and Conclusion 3, the
following is proven:
b) When the number of steps S>1 (7m1, m2!M,
t ≤ K and nt >K )
m1≠m2 while satisfying nm1
m
m2
m
The first S-1 step allocations are the cases where the
demands are greater than the supplies. According to
Conclusion 3, the demands remaining in each step
are the ones with the largest parking cost.
Let N ta = / N ta ^ i h be the total number of car
I

trips on day t. If N ta > / K m, that is, the remaining
M

demands are greater than the remaining supplies in
the S-th step, then the allocation is the same as the
previous S-1 steps, and all the remaining N ta - / K m,
M

demands in S-th step are the ones with the largest
parking cost; if N ta # / K m, that is, the remaining
M

parking demands can be satisfied by the remaining
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 17-33

supplies in the S-th step. According to Conclusion 2,
the remaining

/ K m - N ta
M

supplies in the S-th step

are the ones with the largest parking cost.
To conclude, the “multi-step allocation” achieves
optimal matching between the demands and the supplies, and if there are demands (supplies) remaining,
they are the most uneconomic demands (supplies).

4.2 Profitable strategy
In Section 4.1 the optimal allocation of the
shared parking is discussed. For the manager, their
goal is to maximize the profit by making strategy
(without considering any social costs).
Denote the profit made by the manager as P.
Then dm is the parking number at lot m, c is the unit
purchase cost of a parking spot.
Omit period T, the objective function is:
max P = / ^ d m $ p m - k m $ c h

M
(15)
s.t. p m $ c, d m # k m # K m
The first term on the right side of Objective function
15 is the income part while the second is the cost
part. Both the price and the purchased number are
variables decided by the manager.
Function 15 can be rewritten as 16 according to the
actual use of the parking spots:

max P = / 6d m $ ^ p m - c h - ^ k m - d m h $ c@
M

(16)

The first term on the right side of Objective function
is the income from the actually used spots, and
the second term is the cost of the unused parking
spot. Function 16 reflects the dual objectives of the
manager, first, to obtain more income in the used
parking spots, and second, to reduce the purchasing
quantity of redundant parking spots.
In this process, if the purchasing quantity km
is relaxed to make it no less than the actual usage
amount dm, the two-variable optimization problem
of Function 16 can be transformed into two independent single variable optimization problems. In other
words, the manager only needs to pay attention to
the income part and the cost part, respectively, in
order to get the maximum profit.
16

Optimal charge
In the first stage, the pricing is discussed. Let R
be the revenue from parking lot m, then:
max R = / 6d m $ ^ p m - c h@
M

s.t. p m $ c, d m # K m, m ! M

(17)
23
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where, R exists maximum value as demand dm has
a reverse relationship with price pm. When the marginal income equals the marginal cost, R gets the
maximum value. If R keeps increasing as the price
pm continuously changes in one direction, the optimal charge is in that direction change; otherwise,
the optimal charge is in the opposite direction of
that change.
The variable step method is used to obtain
the optimal prices for each parking lot. Parking
price in the current period is the sum of parking
price and price change step in the previous period
pmT+1= pmT+ΔpmT. The price change step evolves over
time and is determined by revenue changes. The
price adjustment mechanism is:
Step 0: Initialize parking prices pm0, price change
step Δpm0, and convergence factor δ;
Step 1: Calculate revenue Rm1 of each lot when
T=1, update price pm1= pm0+ Δpm0, price change step
Δpm1=Δpm0;
Step 2: Calculate revenue Rm2 and compare it with
Rm1. If it increases, the price change is the same as
the previous stage, Δpm2=Δpm1, otherwise Δpm2=-Δpm1;
Step 3: Calculate revenue RmT when T>2 and compare it with revenue RmT-1 of the previous period. If
it increases, the price change is the same as the previous stage, ΔpmT=ΔpmT-1, if it decreases, reverse the
price change direction and reduce the step length,
ΔpmT=-μp · ΔpmT-1 (0<μp<1);
Step 4: Update price pmT+1, determine whether the
price change step ΔpmT is smaller than the convergence factor δ. If yes, end, otherwise return to Step
3.
The revenue of each lot in Steps 1 to 3 is:
(18)

R Tm = p Tm $ du Tm

where d�mT is the estimated value of the actual parking
quantity of lot dmT in period T; (e.g. the parking number in the last few days of a period when the system
is nearly stable).
The evolution of price adjustment in Step 2 and
Step 3 is expressed as:
Dp Tm+ 1 = Sgn ^ R Tm+ 1 - R Tm h $ Dp Tm,
Dp Tm+ 1 = )

T=1

Dp Tm
R Tm+ 1 - R Tm $ 0
, T$2
T+1 T+1
-n p $ Dp m R m - R Tm < 0

(19)
(20)

μp(0<μp<1) is a parameter. Sgn(·) is sign function,
and it is set Sgn(0)=1.
For different period T, the adjustment of the
price change step is different on the condition of
RmT+1< RmT, as shown in Equations 19 and 20. When T≥2,
it can be inferred that the price exceeds the optimal
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value after the process of continuously approaching
the optimal value. Reversing the symbol and narrowing the range will help in reaching the optimal
charge price. However, when T=1, the above inference does not hold. There is high probability that
the first price adjustment is in the opposite direction
(unless the optimal price is somewhere between two
prices and is closer to the initial one). A smaller step
will slow the price evolution.
Optimal purchasing number
Since the price-setting mechanism in the preceding texts makes pmT and d�mT converge to pm* and dm*,
respectively, the amplitude of the price change and
demand change decreases as T increases. In other
words, the maximum (or minimum) value in one
period is higher (or lower) than they are in some
periods later. We have set kmT as the relaxed value of
parking spots purchased number, let kmT be the maximum value of the actual parking number in former
u
K periods (KT days), k Tm = max " d mT - j , satisfies (j
0 # j # K-1

kmT approaches

is an integer).
dmT and dm* as the system
gradually approaches equilibrium.

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this Section, we use two numerical examples
to further illustrate: first, the evolution process including strategy formulation and travellers’ response
under different supply - demand level. Second, the
impact of the shared parking lots on travellers’ trip
mode choices within the urban space.
It should be noted that shared parking is often
considered as the supplement to alleviate the shortage of public parking facilities. Both of them mainly take cars as transportation tools, with small differences in the major cost items in the travel costs.
Therefore, the competitive relationship between the
two is no longer studied. In contrast, public transportation and cars have a strong mutual substitution
in urban trips (either travel distance or cost), and it
has the characteristics of stable travel time (mainly
affected by distance) and less impact on the demand
(large traffic volume). Therefore, in this section, we
take public transportation as the only alternative trip
mode (benchmark) and generate shared parking demand through the Logit model.
We mainly take parking prices, purchasing numbers, occupancy rates into consideration in Example
1, the attraction at different distances, competition
between parking lots and two modes in Example 2.
It is set that the manager adjusts the parking price
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 17-33
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and purchasing number in each period according to
Section 4. The perception updating and travellers’
response to cost are based on Section 3.

5.1 Utilization of shared parking
First, the utilization of parking lots is studied. In
this section, it is assumed that all parking lots adopt
the same price and the following parameters are set:
Parking lots. It is assumed that the number of parking lots M is 2, 0.5 km away from destination O,
their locations are (0.5,0) and (0.5,π), respectively,
and the available parking number of two lots are K1
and K2 (different values in different cases), the buying price c is 0 yuan for simplicity reasons.
Origins. There are two origins (I=2) with locations
N(1)=(ρ1,0.25π) and N(2)=(ρ2,0.25π). The travellers
depart from I1 and I2 each day. N(1), N(2) and ρ1, ρ2
are different values in different cases.
Travellers. Car speed va is set and the walking speed
vw is 30 km/h and 6 km/h, respectively. The traveller’s value of time α is 30 yuan per hour.
Demand function. The demand of two modes
through the Logit model is generated and it is assumed that the developed public transportation can
go directly to the destination from any origin without crowding and transfer. The average speed is
0.5va, the departure interval is 10 minutes. Then the
15t i
p, t
cost is C b ^ i h = v a + 2.5.
Congestion effect. It is assumed that the shared parking travellers are from all directions, thus the traffic flow near destination O is uniformly distributed.
The BPR function is used to depict the congestion
D 4
effect, c ^ D a h-1 = 1 + 0.15 a Ca k , where the road
capacity C is set to 1,000 vehicles/hour.
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Period. The time set for the manager to adjust the
strategy T is 10 days. All parking prices and available spots are fixed in one period.
Initial parameters. Let the initial price step Δp0 be
5 yuan, μp is 0.8, and the convergence factor δ is 0
(we first observe the whole image).
Case 1-1: Observing the convergence of the
system and the effects of learning parameters
in day-to-day evolution
First, we start with a general scenario, two origins and two parking lots are spatially symmetric,
and each lot has sufficient parking spots, the parking prices are the same. ρ1=ρ2=30, K1=N(1)=1,000,
K2=N(2)=1,000
Figure 3 shows the relationship between the actual cost and the perceived cost in the first 20 periods
in different τ value. When τ is small, the travellers
pay more attention to the actual cost, and the perceived cost inclines to the actual cost rapidly after
the manager changes the strategy. On the contrary,
the travellers pay more attention to their own experience of cost, and it takes longer for the perceived
cost to converge to the actual cost in a period.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of different τ (0.2,
0.5, 0.8). It can be seen from the Figure that different τ do not affect the convergence speed and result.
Figure 5 shows the convergence process of the
purchasing number. The upper solid blue line is the
actual purchasing number, while the lower solid orange line is the actually used number. In this example, the purchasing number is set equal to the maximum number in the former five stages (j=5 in the
algorithm in Section 4.2). The initial value is K1 (the
manager purchases all spots in the first 30 days).
As can be seen, both the number of actually used
spots and the number of purchased spots gradually
65
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converge to a certain value, and the purchased number keeps no less than the actually used number
during this process.
Case 1-2: Evolution process with different
parking lots capacity
Based on the previous case, the parking capacities K1 and K2 are adjusted (1,000, 650, and 600,
respectively).
Figure 6a shows when the parking spots are absolutely sufficient, and the profitable mode does not
make full use of all parking spots. The actual parking number is 615, parking prices are 17.88 yuan
each lot, and the revenue (also profit) is 22,000 yuan.
Figure 6b shows when the available parking spots are
reduced to 650 (but more than 615) each lot, the
travellers also use 615 parking spots. Parking prices
26

and the revenue keep still. Figure 6c shows when the
available parking spots are reduced to 600 (less than
615), travellers use all the 600 parking spots each lot,
and parking prices then increase to 18.31 yuan, and
the revenue decreases to 21,970 yuan.
Through Case 1-2, the conclusion is drawn that the
actual utilized number of the parking lot in the profitable mode does not depend entirely on whether the
parking spots are sufficient, but there is a threshold
and when the parking capacity is under the threshold,
the parking lots can be fully used; conversely, the additional parking spots (above the threshold) will not
be used.
Case 1-3: Threshold in different parking
lot capacities
Based on the previous case, we adjust the locations of two origins ρ1 and ρ2 to 20 km, 30 km and 50
km, respectively, and K1, K2 ranging from 1-1,000.
In Figure 7, the red, blue and black solid lines represent the origins at 20 km, 30 km, and 50 km, respectively. In accordance with the case of 30 km in
Case 1-2, there are also maximum number of parking
spots (thresholds) for different scenarios, (434 at 20
km and 790 at 50 km). According to the conclusion
in Section 4.1, the proportion of mode a increases as
the trip length increases.
In line with the conclusion in Case 1-2, when the
total parking number exceeds the threshold, the parking spots are redundant (as shown by the right horizontal portion of each curve). In our assumptions, the
trip cost of mode a is lower than the public transportation even if there are some congestions, so making
full use of parking spots can reduce the system cost.
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 17-33
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Figure 6 – Evolution process with different parking lot capacities

But in a profitable strategy, some spots are wasted.
Therefore, the gap between the profitable mode and
the public mode is separated when the number of
parking spots exceeds the threshold.
Conversely, when the available parking spots are
below the threshold, the profitable model can use all
the existing spots (the diagonal line on the left side of
each Figure). This conclusion shows that when the
parking spot is below a certain amount, the profitable
model makes full use of all parking resources. Therefore, when the parking spot is under the threshold,
the profitable mode is equivalent to the public mode.
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 17-33

Case 1-4: Evolution process with heterogeneous
origins
Set two origins ρ1=20 km, ρ2=50 km. K1 and K2
take 1,000, 700, 300, respectively.
In Figure 8, the blue and yellow solid lines indicate the parking occupancy of Lot 1 and Lot 2, while
the red and black dotted lines are parking numbers
in Lot 1 from Origin 1 and Origin 2, respectively.
We can see the blue and yellow lines from three figures, due to the same price adopted by two lots, the
shared parking travellers from the near origin (I1)
are significantly more reduced than they are from
the far origin (I2).
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Figure 7 – Utilization under different available spots
Figure 8a reflects the occupancy of the two lots
when the spots are sufficient (can meet all car travel
needs), Lot 1 is 48, and Lot 2 is 822. It indicates

the profitable mode mainly getting the revenue from
farther travellers by increasing the price and reducing the purchasing quantity.
As Figure 8b shows, when the available spots
number is medium (cannot meet all car travel
needs), the travellers from farther origin begin to
accept the lot with a higher cost (e.g. I2 to M1). The
occupancy of Lot 1 is 141, in which 47 are from
Origin 1 (red dotted line), and 94 are from Origin 2
(black dotted line). Lot 2 is fully used (700), and all
are from origin 2.
When the available spots are scarce, as Figure 8c
shows, all the lots are fully used. Occupancy of Lot
1 is 299, in which 25 are from Origin 1 (red dotted line), 274 are from Origin 2 (black dotted line).
Lot 2 is fully used (300), and all are from Origin 2.
Compared with Figure 8b, the travellers from Origin
2 occupied more spots.
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In line with Section 4.1, cases 1-2 and 1-3, firstly, the travellers departing from different locations
have different sensitivities to the price charges.
Compared with public transportation mode, longtrip travellers are more willing to choose mode a
than short-trip travellers when the trip cost increased. Secondly, although there is more waste
in this case (heterogeneous origins with the same
price), with the decreasing scale of parking lots, the
profitable mode is getting closer to the public mode.

5.2 Spatial coverage of shared parking lots
After exploring the utility of shared parking lots
in different scenarios, in this section, we continue
studying the spatial impact of shared parking lots.
Some parameter settings are reset:
Parking lots. It is assumed that there are three
parking lots (M=3); their locations are (0.5,π/2),
(0.5,7π/6) and (0.5,11π/6); the number of available
parking spots is K1, K2 and K3, respectively (different values in different cases); the purchased cost is
5 yuan.
Origins. 180 origins (I=180) are set and divided into
five groups; each group contains 36 origins with a
spot of 10°. Five groups are 5 km, 10 km, 15 km, 20
km, and 25 km, respectively, away from the area in
which parking lots are located, as shown in Figure 9.
The circles in the centre indicate the parking lots
while dots indicate the origins.
Case 1-5: Spatial impact of homogeneous parking
lots in different supply and demand relation
Polar coordinates are applied to show the mode
choice of different groups, where the polar angle
represents the angle of origin and the polar axis
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Figure 9 – Distribution of parking lots and origins
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(ranges from 0 to 1) represents the proportion of car
travel. Five closed curves (green, purple, yellow, orange and blue) in Figure 10 correspond to five groups
(5 km, 10 km, 15 km, 20 km, and 25 km), which
are fitted with the discrete data of 36 origins, and
the black dotted line indicates the boundary of the
advantage area.
Figure 10 shows the cases in which the capacity of
all the parking lots K1, K2 and K3 are equal to 1,200,
615 and 200, respectively.
Figure 10a is the same as Figure 10b; even the available parking spots are sufficient, indicating in the
process the available spots reduced from 1,000 to
615, and the proportion of car trip in each group
does not change. Figure 10c shows the different travel status when the number of available spots is 200
for each lot. As the cases are shown in Section 5.1,
the parking threshold also exists (in this case it is
615 for each lot, occupancy rate is 51.26%). When
the available spaces are fewer than 615, all parking
lots will be fully utilized, and correspondingly, the
parking fees increase from 20.2 yuan to 39.0 yuan.
By observing the above three figures, the following conclusions can be made:
First, the proportion of car trips is positively
correlated with the trip length. The shorter the trip
length the lower the proportion (the shorter the polar
axis). From Figure 10a, the proportion of car trips in
the 5 km group is between 5.1% and 5.9%, and they
increase to 95.2% and 95.8% in the 25 km group.
It shows the competitive relationship between the
shared parking and public transportation, the farther the origin is, the more advantageous the shared
parking is, which is consistent with the conclusion
in 4.1.
Second, the proportion of car trips in each group
decreases as the available spots are scarce and the
parking prices increase; in addition, the decreasing
amplitude gets larger as the trip length gets shorter;
the proportion of car trips in 5 km group decreases
from 5.5% (mean) to 0.3% (mean), decreased by
94.5%; by contrast, the proportion in 25 km group
decreases from 95.5% (mean) to 56.0% (mean), decreasing by 40.7%, which means the price change
impacts more the travellers near the city centre.
Third, when the parking lots adopt the same
price, their impacts on the entire city are equal, and
the boundary of the advantage area is exactly at the
angle bisector.
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Fourth, for the origins in a specific group, car
trip proportions are large when the angle between
the corresponding lot is small. As shown in Figure 10,
the curves are convex when the origins are close to
the lot, and they are concave when the origins are
close to the lot boundary.
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Case 1-6: Spatial impact of heterogeneous parking
lots in different supply and demand relations
In this case, more common scenarios with heterogeneous parking lots (different in capacity and
parking price) are discussed. One is that the total
available parking spots are adequate, as depicted
in Figure 11, with the capacity of three parking lots
K1, K2 and K3 that are equal to 200, 1,200, 1,200,
respectively, and the other is that the total available
parking spots of the system are scarce, as depicted in Figure 11b, with the capacity of three parking
lots K1, K2 and K3 that are equal to 100, 400, 400,
respectively. The legend and parameter settings are
the same as Case 1-5. By observing two figures, the
following conclusions are made:
First, as shown in Figure 11, the advantage area
of parking lot 1 is smaller than the other two lots
whenever the total spots are adequate or scarce,
which illustrates the scarcity of spots which will
lead to a relatively high price. But we can also see
from the two figures that the maximum mode α
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Figure 10 – Car trip proportion in homogeneous case
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Figure 11- Car trip proportion in heterogeneous case
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proportions of each group in three advantage areas
are nearly the same, (e.g. origins at 90°, 210°, 330°).
It shows that since the spatial distribution of travellers is symmetrical, there is no significant gap in
prices. In the scenario of adequate spots (Figure 11a),
the parking price of Lot 1 is 20.8 yuan, slightly higher than the price (20.2 yuan) in absolutely sufficient
spots scenario depicted by Figure 10a. While in the
scarce scenario, the parking price of Lot 1 is 34.6
yuan, 0.5 yuan higher than the prices of other lots.
It indicates that the parking price is mainly affected by the overall supply and demand relationship
of the parking system. A single lot does not form a
monopoly.
Second, in heterogeneous parking lots scenario,
different parking prices lead to uneven change in
their advantage areas. For example, in Figure 11a, the
advantage area of Lot 1 is 60° to 120° in groups below 15 km, and it changes to 50° to 110° in groups
above 20 km. We can see this phenomenon in
Figure 11b, as well. In line with Section 4.1, the manager actually achieves the goal of retaining more
travellers who live farther through parking prices,
because they have a stronger willingness to pay.
Third, as we discussed in the conclusions of Case
1-5, car trip proportion gets to the maximum value
when the origin directly corresponds to the parking
lot, and it falls to the minimum value when the angle difference is maximum. Because of the small
advantage area, the car trip proportion changes in
a small span which leads to convexity in curves
around 90°. We can also see from the above figures
that the convexity (proportion gap) is significant in
groups that have a medium trip length and it gets
more “smooth” in the groups which have short or
long trip length. The reason is because, first, the
travellers with long trip length are not sensitive to
price, second, the cardinal number is small for travellers with short trips. In Figure 11a, for example, the
proportion gap is 0.5% in the 25 km group and 1.4%
in the 5 km group, but in the groups 10 km and 15
km, the values are 3.7% and 4.2%, respectively.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
This paper uses the day-to-day evolution model
to study the interaction between the shared parking
supply and demand sides, then discusses the utilization of shared parking mode in the presence of multiple parking lots and trip modes. Shared parking as
a complement and potential resource for urban parking, simultaneously benefits the government with a
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 17-33

public purpose, the profit-chased manager and the
self-concerned travellers. The conclusions obtained
in the theoretical analysis and the numerical examples are summarized as follows:
First, when shared parking is in a profitable management scheme, even if the parking demand exceeds the parking supply, there are still some parking
spots not used (shown in Case 1-2). Moreover, this
phenomenon becomes more obvious as the supply
and demand relationship relaxes. The number of actually used parking spots no longer increases after the
number of available spots reaches a certain threshold.
Second, the price of shared parking lots is affected by the overall relationship between supply
and demand. The scarcity of several parking spots
in the area will not result in a substantial increase
in the parking price, and the profitable management
scheme will not form a monopoly on shared parking under the competition of other trip modes and
parking lots.
Third, the manager optimally matches the shared
parking lots and the parking demand through allocating parking permits (or rights). With price adjustments, the system quickly converges to the vicinity of the equilibrium point and eventually reaches
equilibrium. Case 1-4 shows that the system has
higher efficiency when the parking fees are set separately for each lot.
The shared parking issue studied in this paper
is an optimization problem for a parking manager
and a user equilibrium problem for the travellers.
Since demand is a monotonically decreasing function of trip cost, the equilibrium point of the system
is unique, but the solution (e.g. parking distribution)
is not unique. A day-to-day evolution model is often
used in computing system attracting domain, judging convergence, etc. This paper applies the model to describe the interaction process between the
manager and the traveller because the mechanism
of action of the two is probably a “black box” in
practice (e.g. some control measures make it hard
to express and calculate in an analytical way). The
model has a good performance on the evolution of
the mechanism of non-analytic expression.
The more stable public transportation is taken
as the alternative mode for the traveller, except for
shared parking. The trip cost is expressed by function fl(ρi)+gl (e.g. f is often related to the speed and
g is often related to the charge). This function is also
appropriate to the shared parking mode in this paper. The trip outside parking area A can be regarded
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as the distance-relevant item, while the trip within A
is the distance-irrelevant item. Two factors together affect the sharing rate (or competitiveness in the
spatial range) of the trip mode. In addition. the larger the value dfl(·)/dρ is, the weaker the attraction to
travellers at farther origins (As Case 1-6 shows, the
boundary of the advantage area is bent at a distant
location).
Based on the above conclusions, future research
on shared parking can be deepened from the following aspects:
The first is the regional unified pricing versus independent market pricing. In practice, many cities
adopt the former scheme, some areas being priced
lower than the market (or free). According to the
user equilibrium principle, the traveller chooses
the trip mode with lower-cost travel and reaches
the equilibrium point. Low parking prices do not
equal lower trip costs, but other deadweight losses
(e.g. cruising, queueing) become a complement part
during a trip. Additionally, if the demand distribution is imbalanced (Case 1-4), regional pricing will
suppress some general demand and cause a waste of
resources at the same time. The independent market pricing principle and the adjusting mechanism
should be studied further.
The second is public parking versus shared parking. The increase in parking supply alleviates the
parking difficulties to a certain extent. However,
with the gradual development of shared parking and
the increasing number of parking spots, the parking
utilization rate may decrease and eventually result
in leaving the newly added parking spaces unused
at all. From this point, further research should be
directed to making full use of the shared parking resources. For instance, compare shared parking with
public parking in the aspect of advantage area; if
they are similar, the authorities can reduce the public parking supply and promote the shared parking
mode. In this way, more urban land will be released.
The third is dynamic pricing versus parking permit scheme. The manager can adjust the number,
location, and price of parking easily and accurately through permits (e.g. the permit scheme in this
paper). Moreover, when the demand is disturbed
(both by routine or stochastically, such as the first
few days of the strategy adjustment at each stage or
other), the parking permit scheme gives priority to
ensuring optimal travel and parking, then balances
supply and demand through price. While the traditional charging is often hysteresis and inaccuracy
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when the actual demand is of uncertainty and fluctuations. Some cities have to adopt a second-optimal
option of increasing the charging price and keeping
some spots vacant to prevent the possible excess
demand. Further, the private property makes shared
parking spot more suitable for permit scheme (need
to be rented in and out). Future studies can explore
new schemes with more convenience and effectiveness based on traditional management schemes.
The fourth is car versus public transit. As discussed before, different modes play their own advantages in certain fields, e.g. cars can take advantage of the speed and time-saving in the areas with
better traffic conditions, such as in city periphery,
while public transit is less affected by congestion in
the city centre and with a low monetary cost. Therefore, bid-rent curves exist between the modes of
auto-based and public transit-based. From the perspective of efficiency enhancement, not only developing the modes in their advantage scope is system
cost-saving, “retreating” the modes which are not in
their advantage scope to the “curve” and pay more
attention to them can also reduce system cost (e.g.
parking facilities of P&R can be moved inward if
a car can save more time in part of the rest of the
journey.)
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基于逐日演化模型的赢利性共享停车管理研究
摘要：城市停车难日益凸显。然而，停车供给
并非真正缺乏而是未完全利用。城市居民区私有停
车位数量巨大，具有共享潜力。由于私有性，共享
停车管理常具有赢利性。本文使用逐日演化模型研
究共享停车的使用及其对早间通勤的影响。停车供
求双方分别为决定共享停车位经营规模及定价的逐
利管理者，及对出行成本敏感且可选择多种出行
方式的通勤者。通过分析双方行为及策略，本文
研究：1.出行方式及停车设施对通勤者的吸引，及
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它们间的竞争，2.停车设施使用率及人员构成。通
过分析两个算例，本文得出：1.管理者通过定价及
数量控制即可实现自身收益最大及停车位最优分
配，2.当停车需求高于特定阈值时，共享停车公共
性（系统成本最小）及赢利性（管理者收益最大）
存在一致性，3.无论供给多寡，处于竞争中的所有
停车设施不会形成垄断。

关键词：共享停车；停车许可；停车位分配；
赢利性管理
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